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ABSTRACT  

 

Mobile ad-hoc social networks (MASNs) have emerged as a self-configuring and 

self-organizing social network. MASN enhances local interactions among different 

mobile and handheld device users. The MASNs n e e d s  t o  b e  accessed b y using end-

to-end IT network infrastructure.  In this article, we propose a detailed solution called 

BASA which would help in rapidly building local mobile ad-hoc social networks on top 

of the current Android platform and making people to communicate and transfer the data 

with each other without the use of internet and absolutely free of cost. We are building the 

project of BASA by keeping in mind College as the client.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The use of internet is growing on a large scale, the Social Networking services 

(SNs) help connecting people from different geographic location.  The social networks, 

they have certain limitation which can be improved with the proposed new design 

solution called BASA. Ad-hoc social networks are needed by people to strengthen local 

communication between them. The participants might exchange information and share 

documents with new partners in scenarios such as conferences and expositions. Thus, 

for personal benefits the participants might give up exploiting interpersonal affinities.  

Although, where social media is the main goal on social network face-to-face 

communication is less useful for file sharing and group discussions. The SN services 

are always available is assumed by the Internet or cellular network infrastructures. This 

assumption, has some limitations owing to the security considerations, blind network 

spots, lack of bandwidth and device heterogeneity. Without general development 
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schemes it is time-consuming to build and manage local SNs in Android platforms. The 

MASNs establish local community by using short-range communication techniques such 

as Bluetooth and ZigBee.  

 

Main objectives of this project are: 

• To provide good usage for both individuals and communities — based on proactive 

smart space behaviors and dynamic sharing of community resources across boundaries. 

• T o design an open, robust and scalable system for college community taking college 

as a client. 

• T o design BASA so that students, faculty as well as strangers can communicate with each 

other using android phones but without use of internet absolutely free of cost. 

 
RELATED WORK 

 

 To pioneer the work of SOCIETIES project, we propose a solution named 

BASA where BASA applications behave in a consistent fashion across heterogeneous 

devices. The proposed scheme simplifies the social networking development in the MASNs. 

It allows SN service providers to rapidly build non infrastructure oriented MASN services. 

BASA is flexible to support various community-based MASN services. BASA focuses on 

user requirements rather than technical details of mobile systems. Generally, the MASNs 

significantly differ from previous SN efforts. They raise certain unique challenges as 

described below. 

 

 •Minimal infrastructure requirement: There is no good concrete and robust solution 

for group discussions and activities in conferences, shows and expositions. In many 

scenarios, the Internet and cellular networks may not be always available, or they may be 

excluded due to the incompatible mobile systems, limited network bandwidth, or security and 

privacy concerns. BASA helps us to interact with people in proximity without accessing the 

Internet or other value-added communication services as it is not closely bounded to any 

infrastructure devices. 

 

•Dynamic community self-orchestration: In SNs, the social community interactions 

are based on the existing SN services, irrespective of how far away the community members 

are in real world. For instance, as in Facebook any number of users can be added and any 

number of groups can be created similarly in BASA this is possible with limited coverage 

area since the ad-hoc communities are built and destroyed as required, with the help of 

dynamic nature of MASNs. 

 

•Device-independent design: Device heterogeneity is another concern derived from 

social computing and network convergence. In order to provide consistent user experience 

across heterogeneous devices, the MASNs require a device independent design, where the 

system would be independently able to tackle the challenges in adapting to new running 

application to the current device. Correspondingly, computer programmers would be able to 

concentrate on the logic design of the MASN applications. 

•Scalability: It dramatically affects the performance of the MASNs applications from 

two perspectives. The macroscopic perspective denotes that the social computing services 
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may involve large group of mobile users, resources and communication on an unprecedented 

scale. The microscopic perspective represents that handheld devices usually suffer from the 

limited computational and communication capabilities. kinds of restaurants including the 

ones without the internet access. 

 

 Of all the papers referred to implement the proposed system, systems similar to the 

one proposed here and on which we attempt to present improvements on can be found in 

some of the research papers, namely, ―Social Serendipity: Mobile Social Software,‖IEEE 

Pervasive Computing, vol. 4, no. 2, 2005, pp. 28–34,―MobiSoc: A Middleware for Mobile 

Social Computing,‖Mobile Networks and Applications, vol. 14, no. 1, 2009, pp. 35–52. 

Spiderweb: A Social Mobile Network and Dissemination in Opportunistic Mobile Ad-Hoc 

Networks: the Power of the Crowd .The below table shows the paper published by the author 

highlighting the problems and future work in the field of communication.  

 

Sr. 

No.  

Title of paper  Author  Year of 

publication  

Problems 

described with 

solution  

Future Work  

1  Social 

Serendipity: 

Mobile Social 

Software  

N. Eagle, 

and  

A. Pentland  

IEEE  

Pervasive 

Computing 

2005  

Uses Bluetooth for 

communication.  

Use of Wi-Fi  

2  Social Network 

Analysis 

Concepts  in 

the Design of 

Wireless Ad 

Hoc Network 

Protocols  

D. Katsaros, 

N.Dimokasa

nd  

L.Tassiulas  

IEEE 

Network 

2010  

Ad- Hoc Network 

was introduced in 

computers  

Ad-Hoc network in 

mobile  

3  Spiderweb: A 

Social Mobile 

Network  

 A.Sapuppo  IEEE 2010  Creating the service 

for computer  

Creating the same 

service for mobile.  

4  Dissemination 

in 

Opportunistic 

Mobile Ad-Hoc 

Networks: the 

Power of the 

Crowd.  

G. Zyba  IEEEE2011  Exchange large 

information on  

Exchange large 

information on 

mobile.  

Table 1.Comparitive study of ieee papers. 

 

All these limitations will be overcomed in our proposed project BASA which uses Wi-Fi for 

the creation of ad-hoc network to exchange large information on mobile. 
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OVERVIEW 
 

BASA is a proprietary, cross-platform instant messaging subscription service for smart 

phones that do not use the internet for communication. In addition to text messaging, users 

can send each other images, video, and audio media messages as well as their location using 

integrated mapping features. BASA software automatically compares all the phone numbers 

from the device's address book with its central database of BASA users to automatically add 

contacts to the user's BASA contact list. Multimedia messages are sent by uploading the 

image, audio or video to be sent to an HTTP server. 

 

The main functions of the proposed scheme, including two major functions for a MASN 

service, namely communication and socialization. The former function is to keep 

communication for inter-connected users in proximity, whereas the latter function is to 

provide social services for user interaction. Specifically, BASA is designed to fulfill the 

following functions: 

•To create MASN applications:  

BASA is capable of creating MASN applications automatically or manually for handheld 

device users. These users are physically in close proximity with the similar interests in certain 

situations. They are connected by short-range communication protocol stacks. 

 

•To customize MASN applications:  

According to user intents, interests and preferences, users personalize their MASN 

applications to better suit their needs. 

 

•To orchestrate MASN events: 

 The events refer to something that occurs at a certain time in social networks. Common 

events mainly consist of community creation, community shutdown, community merge, 

member joining and information propagation. The community events correlate with 

communities and individuals.  

 

•To support value-added community services:  

BASA supports the third-party community services for advanced information sharing on   

user profiles, micro-blogs and product ratings from online social network. 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

BASA, consist of a hierarchical system architecture, mainly involving device, 

network, social and application layers. There is a dependency between two adjacent layers. 

BASA is dedicated to solving the challenging issues imposed by MASNs as described below. 

The device layer primary goal is to achieve the device — independence connection and 

scalability. The network layer is targeted to achieve interconnection with minimal IT 

infrastructure support. The social layer intends to realize the self-orchestrating socialization 

capability in MASNs. The application layer provides various value-added social services 

beyond the above three layers. Besides, BASA also incorporates the other features from 

MASNs such as user mobility and limited system resources into the design consideration. 

Device Layer — This layer primarily executes BASA applications on mobile or handheld 

devices, through which mobile users access MASN services and socialize their activities.  
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Network Layer — This layer offers rich mechanisms for mobile devices to connect and 

interact with other counterparts over Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, SIP, and USB. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The overview of BASA scheme that achieves two crucial functions Short range communication 

and local socialization. 

 

Community Layer — It mainly performs community and member management operation. 

Application Layer —  This layer allows developers to create innovative BASA applications. 

In general, a BASA application is composed of one or more application components. 

 

Fig. 2: BASA system architecture 

The project BASA which we are implementing maintains college as the client. The focus 

is on communication within the college and accessing of important data without the use of 

internet, absolutely free of cost using only Wi-Fi as the medium. In this scheme as student, 

teachers or strangers enter the college they can download the application of BASA. The 

notification regarding this application will be provided on their android mobile phones.  
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The below block diagram shows the major features which are going to be implemented in our 

project. 

 

 
Fig. 3: BASA block diagram 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

The mobile ad-hoc social networks are becoming a fast growing trend recently. In this 

article, we have proposed a solution called BASA to build mobile ad-hoc social networks on 

top of Android. BASA enables the developers to rapidly build prototypes for the local social 

networks using handheld devices. The future work can be done in two areas. First, by 

increasing the scalability by using hopping concept of networking .Second, you can charge 

your mobile phones. This can be done by using a hardware device which uses Wi-Fi to charge 

the mobile phones for this the user should be using BASA application within college limits.  
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